The role of direct manipulation of visualizations in the development and use of multi-level knowledge models
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Abstract

The proliferation of touch sensitive display screens has created a new generation of human-computer interaction styles which are so natural and common that even the youngest of users now perceive ordinary static media like a glossy magazine as a broken iPad. The volume of users who expect to be able to pinch, grab, twist and manipulate images on screen is rapidly growing; they drive a renewed interest in developing, assessing, and delivering new direct manipulation systems. Our premise is that one can exploit new technologies to develop new repertoires of direct manipulation, but with increasing pressure to provide semantically-coupled direct manipulation methods to experiment with computational information models.

We develop this premise by noting highlights in the evolution of direct manipulation interfaces, and suggest that their selection and deployment can be tailored as visual experiments to debug and extend more complex computational models of information systems and processes. These systems and processes include those of natural systems such as arise in systems biology (e.g., modelling multiple levels of protein structure), but also in "unnatural" systems such as in the identification of hubs and authorities in artificial systems like the World Wide Web (WWW).

The immediate consequence of our premise suggests that the design of direct manipulation tools should proceed with the semantics of the modelled systems in mind, so that each users’ manipulations provide a new perspective on the concept of “data mining” of large data sets. This will allow users to not just expose implicit relationships, but to incrementally combine explanatory and exploratory investigation by direct manipulation, to adjust and improve the computational knowledge models that emerge from the underlying data.
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1 Introduction

A recent Youtube posting helps make an easy case for the intrinsic value of direct manipulation within the scope of human computer interaction [22]. The annotated 1:36 length video clip shows a one year old girl who, after a brief experience with an iPad, expects a glossy magazine to behave in a similar fashion. Perhaps the most intriguing part of the video is how the baby seems to conduct a test of whether her finger is still “working” by pressing it to her leg, and then again trying her finger on the magazine. The finger seems ok, but the magazine is “broken.” An earlier posting of the same video was without the annotation in that cited here (e.g., the explicit annotation “Yet my finger is working” suggests an experiment, but that may be a bit of an overstatement). While the earlier posting leaves more to the viewer’s interpretation, it is still clear that direct manipulation is easily conditioned and quickly expected to be true of all flat glossy objects.

With this observation as background, our goal is to consider some highlights in the history of direct manipulation, and to promote the premise that increasingly sophisticated direct manipulation actions must necessarily be designed to both respect and even help articulate the semantics of the underlying data models of the objects they manipulate. So while grab and pinch might well and naturally adjust the size and orientation of a static image interpreted as a photograph, manipulation actions that select and identify objects in a photo, like a face or a tree, must necessarily encode the semantics of what it means to be a face or a tree.

This simple premise is neither naive nor profound. It is not profound, because the current generation of human computer interface techniques have for some time provided direct manipulation techniques that encode the notion of a graphical model that one can inspect and adjust (e.g., consider the variety of techniques used for interaction with virtual museums [15, 20]).

But it is also not naive, because the growing volume and complexity of accumulating data requires much more
sophisticated knowledge models, and therefore similarly more sophisticated direct manipulation techniques. Despite the work on classifying a repertoire of interaction techniques into informal semantic categories (e.g., [25]), it remains the case that nearly every example of direct manipulation systems are individually engineered for a relatively brittle scope of domain specific application. Alternatively, the example of the Foldit protein folding game is an early illustration, where a relatively sophisticated protein dynamics model underlies the use of a touch screen manipulation of example proteins. The knowledge model for proteins constrains the game players repertoire of actions, with the intent of discovering new unconsidered possible protein foldings [5].

To further push the motivation for the need for increased semantic sophistication in the design of direct manipulation of complex knowledge models, consider the anticipated data capture rates of \(\approx 864,000 \text{Gb per day} \) of the radio astronomy square kilometre array project [19]. Direct manipulation interfaces for that project will have to encode the semantics of manipulations like “adjust cosmic magnetism” or “deflect the magnetic field around a black hole.” While similar in spirit to using existing touch interfaces to grab faces and trees (rather than regions on a flat image), it is clear that the intrinsic value of direct manipulation will have to achieve semantic sophistication commensurate with the complexity of the computational models being manipulated.

Note that it is not a premise of our position that no good or useful work has been done in systems which support the coupling of direct manipulation of visualization. Rather it is fundamental that the accumulation of data is so rapid, that only machine learning techniques will enable the construction of the kinds of multi-scale models that support coherent direct manipulation (e.g., see [26]).

The rest of this brief paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some highlights in the evolution of direct manipulation interfaces, and suggests that much of the development of direct manipulation interfaces has been driven by semantic-based intent. The core of the argument for semantics-based direct manipulation is in Sections 3 and 4, where we first provide some examples where the semantics of both natural and unnatural systems required semantic manipulation techniques to confirm the explanatory power of interaction. Then Section 4 provides some insight into the challenges arising when direct manipulation provides the basis for exposing anomalies in existing knowledge models, and so provides exploratory power that can debug those models. We conclude with Section 5, with the briefest of summaries and our anticipation of much work to be done.

2 A Few Highlights in the History of Direct Manipulation

Direct manipulation of data representations, whether the representation is visual or not, is an old idea. Even software pan and tilt controls within graphics systems are a form of direct manipulation of visualizations, as are the kinds of display manipulation controls used in modern modelling software (e.g., [21]) or as the basis for scheduling software [6]. Similarly, the idea of computational steering within resource intensive scientific simulation is now commonly providing user interaction to help reduce resource load and more quickly find desired simulation results (e.g., see [14]). It is clear that the intended manipulations are developed for understanding the content and pro-
cesses of the underlying data. Indeed, extensive work on classifying a repertoire of interaction categories has made a fundamental contribution to understanding both what is possible and what is difficult about direct manipulation of visualizations of data (e.g., [25]).

Much of the development of direct manipulation has arisen from demand for technical innovation in order to replace other methods (e.g., a mouse). But this demand has not only been motivated only by “pushing” technology, but by the “pull” desire to augment human intellect [8], or to improve what we could label the “semantic coupling” between a human and a control system (e.g., [3]).

Now the most common direct manipulation technologies — touch sensitive screens — offer little in the way of support for the semantics of visualization, beyond what we might describe as syntactic stretch-shrink-rotate operations that are meaningful only with respect to visualizations considered as flat two dimensional images. However, direct manipulation of visualizations is a feasible conceptual approach to the so-called “top 10 unsolved problems of visualization,” which are largely about how humans can confirm their interpretation of a broad variety of information visualization schemes: in a phrase, to confirm the semantics of any visualization [4]. The salient point is that any repertoire of direct manipulation actions must be constrained by the semantics of the underlying information, not merely by the technological rendering device. Note, for example, that direct manipulation in visually immersive 3D environments requires an explicit coupling between the third dimension of depth and some attribute of the underlying data (e.g., [1]).

To provide just a glimpse of the trajectory of using direct manipulation to broach the visualization semantics problem, consider a simple first step from the relatively shallow touch screen manipulation of images to the “lift-up” tool of Natto [18]. In this domain of WWW pages and their hyperlink connections, Figure 1 shows a three frame static image sequence to depict a direct manipulation operation that helps a user understand web page connectivity. In the online dynamic interaction with Natto, the representation of webpage connectivity is presented in a third dimension, so that when a single page (node) is grabbed and pulled, the depth of connectivity with other webpages becomes obvious.

There are several important points here. First, the lift-up operation helps expose the connectivity amongst web pages, so that a user gets a sense of the connection density amongst pages. One learns to expect that grabbing and pulling a page will reveal some idea of the connection density for that page. Second, and perhaps more importantly, the user expects the connectivity shown to be accurate, so that one is exploring an accurate presentation of the connectivity in a graphical way, rather than finding and counting hyperlink annotations in an HTML document. And thirdly, to anticipate the transition from explanation to exploration, the user has very little chance of finding errors or bugs in the visual presentation of the connectivity, because the volume of pages and links in the actual HTML space are too numerous to consider.

So it is this kind of obvious inference that is facilitated by direct manipulation. But the accuracy of the inferences drawn from that direct manipulation depends on the precision of the relationship between the visual domain and the knowledge model framework for the data domain. And the semantics of those relationships for the user are only accurate when the direct manipulation actions respect those relationships.

3 Direction Manipulation and Model Extending

In the case of building or extending scientific models of large volumes of data, the challenge is to create general principles based on observing specific relations amongst base data. So, in the classical inductive scenario, observing that the nth of a sequence of white swans is actually black, one confirms the property that not all swans are white. Ob-
serving a swan’s colour can be considered as the simplest possible direct “manipulation” of the data to make some inference. Consequently, any direct manipulation action on a world-wide swan colour database would have to respect that principle, and not allow a contravening manipulation.

But as the world swan colour data count accumulates, a manipulation could be used to observe trends in swan colour, and not just check each one, but suggest new principles to help structure the data. For example, one might notice, if provided with a manipulation that check swan colours on a Google map mashup, that many more swans from a certain place are black — voilà, a new structuring principle for the swan colour data base. And a new contribution to the model.

So there is some value and role of semantically defined direct manipulation especially as related to the explanatory aspect of data mining, or in deeper understanding of complex models and the data that represent them. In fact, for even more complex systems, semantic coupling is even more vital.

This is easy to see when one considers the modeling challenges of modern systems biology (e.g., [12, 11, 7]). In those cases there is the challenge of multi-level or multi-scale modeling for both structure and process. This is easier to understand by consider a simple multi-scale model of protein structure.

For example, Figure 2, depicts three levels of representation of a protein: from bottom up, a sequence of amino acids at the base (i.e., MVKQIESKTA ...), an interpretation of that sequence as a secondary structure of α-helices, β-sheets, and random coils, and finally as possible 3D tertiary structures drawn as so-called “cartoon models.”

If we were to provide simple direct manipulation methods for any level of this three-tier protein model, we would expect that manipulation to respect the structure at the other two. For example, if we provided a selection tool for any sequence of "Bs" in the secondary structure (cf. "brushing” methods [24]), then we would expect the appropriate selection of the correct subset of amino acids at the primary structure level, and similarly the appropriate selection of cartoon model segments at the tertiary structure level.

To make the last point about semantically-coupled direct manipulation used for extending complex computational models, consider the FoldIt protein folding game of Seth et al.[27, 5]. Figure 3 shows one panel of the game, which displays a 3D representation of a complex protein. A user can select any part of the displayed protein and drag that point to create a new configuration. If the configuration is not legal, the user is informed, and prompted to try an alternative.

In using direct manipulation to consider alternative configurations of proteins, the user is constrained by what must be assumed to be accurate models of the proteins being manipulated, so that the resulting manipulations produced only legal protein re-configurations. From a logical viewpoint, the manipulation actions can be considered as a kind of user-guided deductive inference: the space of possible consequences is large, but each manipulation or change can be considered as an inference constrained by the logical properties of the protein knowledge model. As in conventional data-mining, the constraints on the underlying data must be sufficiently accurate so that the intuitive use of direct manipulation actions provide visual changes that are predictable, based on a user’s expectations.

Note that the kind of direct manipulation we consider is a kind of technologically-evolved version of a scholarly tradition of diagrammatic reasoning, with early origins in Liebniz’ pictograms and then later with the logical reasoning on diagrams introduced by Pierce [23]. In the later development of the logical basis for reasoning with diagrams (e.g., [2, 17]), the focus is on general reasoning methods rather than on the capture of knowledge-specific multi-scale domain models. But it is clear that insight from general diagrammatic reasoning will provide at least a preliminary scaffolding for a formalization of general constraint reasoning on multi-scale models.

The direct manipulation embodied in the domain of proteins within Foldit, the general reasoning is a kind of "crowd-sourcing” to investigate the possible configuration space, and gather new hypotheses about possible protein folding configurations. This is highly useful in extending the overall knowledge model because the number of configurations is simply too vast to be searched directly, even by machine.

4 | Direction Manipulation and Model Debugging

Section 3 sketched the idea of how direct manipulation can be considered as providing an explanatory mechanism, to manipulate the visualizations of complex models and provide feasible extensions of those models. In the protein example, the manipulations had to be constrained by accurate models of the proteins being manipulated, so that the resulting manipulations produced only legal protein re-configurations. From a logical viewpoint, the manipulation actions can be considered as a kind of user-guided deductive inference: the space of possible consequences is large, but each manipulation can be considered as an inference constrained by the logical properties of the protein knowledge model. Thus new and interesting protein foldings can be produced by FoldIt.

But what role can semantically-coupled manipulation techniques play when the underlying knowledge model is incomplete or in error? In this case, we claim that the next
Figure 3: The Foldit direct manipulation of proteins game

Figure 4: Minard’s 1869 graphical presentation of Napoleon’s Russian Campaign.
aspect of semantically-coupled manipulation can be developed as an exploratory data mining tool, to reveal missing and incorrect information in the knowledge model.

To provide a simple, but not too simple illustration of this idea, we use another two level knowledge model with the specific example of a famous visualization of Napoleon’s Russia campaign, drawn by Minard in 1896 [13, 9]. There are three main kinds of information conveyed in Minard’s chart: 1) the direction of Napoleon’s campaign as portrayed by the direction or orientation of the line on the map, 2) the size of the army as portrayed by the width of the oriented line (before and after retreat), and 3) date and temperature portrayed along the x-axis at the bottom.

To demonstrate how even naive direct manipulation can help debug an underlying model, we first provide a plausible relational table that Minard might have consulted in drawing his chart, as depicted in Figure 5. The relational table has attributes of date, army size, longitude, and latitude, so that we could imagine the correlation illustrated by the overlaid line with circles, to show a connection between the width of the Minard chart line on one day, and the corresponding size of the army on the same day.

Now consider a possible manipulation based on a select and squeeze operation arising from the original iPad baby scenario. It’s plausible enough to consider squeezing the chart line at the circled point in the visualization, but the question is what happens in the relational table? Should the size of the army change, for example, and by how much? Should that change propagate, so that the width of the chart line moving forward in dates is also reduced? It is at least clear that a naive manipulation of this sort creates an enormous volume of questions about the impact on the underlying relation.

Of course the point is that an appropriate semantically-coupled manipulation action would help reveal missing information in this scenario, either by illustrating that the dependencies amongst the relational attributes were missing or incorrectly specified. Referring back to the anticipated direct manipulations of the data and ensuing models of the SKA radio astronomy scenario, having manipulation actions that model the adjustment of semantically sensible actions can be now seen as a kind of modular model building and debugging strategy. In fact, we would argue that scientific model building based on semantic coupling of direct manipulation actions is a necessary component for any scientific discipline that broaches very large data sets (e.g., radio astronomy, genomics, environmental modelling).
5 Conclusions, with much work to be done

Most of the important historical landmarks in the development of methods for human direct manipulation of visualizations of data have been driven by technology. But the growing volume of data and its increasing complexity requires more attention to direct manipulation guided by the semantics of the models that emerge from that data.

Even as brief as this paper is, we have attempted to provide a high level view of how the development of direct manipulation while concurrently arguing that the real value of such manipulation will be in much more complex natural and unnatural knowledge model contexts. We hope it is clear that as the complexity of data and their consequent multi-scale models emerge, the idea of semantically-coupled direction manipulation actions are not just tools for use after the models are built, but tools for building and debugging the models too.

The critical role of an integration of direct manipulation with the semantics of multi-scale models is really about providing scientists with tools to build and debug complex scientific models. When simple manipulations on accurate abstractions of high volumes of scientific data produce predictable results, then one expects confidence in more elaborate “abstraction experiments,” where novelty in new data can emerge. In fact one could consider the whole exercise as providing experimental abstraction tools to exploit human scientific insight in impossibly large data sets. This of course begs the issue of evaluating “best” or at least preferred repertoires of direct manipulation; this will require an extension of the emerging discipline of visualization evaluation (e.g., [10]), where not just efficacy of visual inference is tested, but also that of direct manipulation adjustments to visualizations.

In other work, we have developed a programming platform that is platform independent, and demonstrates how to design manipulations within a three level representation system based on relational databases, relational views, and their visualization [16]. But there is much left to do, because in general, the development of direct manipulation tools such as those anticipated to change army size in the Minard scenario of Section 4 is really equivalent to the problem of defining non-monotonic reasoning inference operators.

In addition, much of the work in building the multi-scale models for systems biology proceeds by applying a variety of methods from machine learning to induce a variety of scale-free structures from empirical data. So in general, our pursuit of semantic-coupled manipulation will force us to confront both the non-monotonic representation and reasoning problem, as well as the induction of multi-scale models from empirical data problem.

That will certainly keep us busy for some time.
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